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ABSTRACT 
With x and y noncommutative indetenninates, a natural presentation of z = 
log(eXe y) as a sum of group conjugates of x and y is shown to depend on the fact that 
the terms involving the cyclic shifts of any fixed word other than x or y in the power 
series presentation of z sum to zero. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Let x and y be noncommutative indeterminates. Then it is well known 
that an element z exists in the ring of formal power series in x and y such 
that eXe y = e ~. Indeed, z is obtained as the Taylor series of z = log(1 + ~-) 
with T first obtained from a product of Taylor series as z = eXe ~ -1 .  The 
resulting expression for z is somewhat intricate. Much less evident is the 
known fact that z is a Lie element, meaning that it is expressible as an 
infinite series of iterated commutators in x and y with rational number 
coefficients. There are at least two expressions for z in the literature, one due 
to Dynkin (see Bourbaki [1]) and another due to Goldberg [2]. 
The individual terms (words in x and y) obtained from z = log(1 + ~') 
with ~" = eXe y -1  have explicit rational number coefficients, but the terms 
may combine in various ways. The Dynkin procedure applies a projection 
operator  to this expression for z, without combining like terms, the projection 
operator  replacing the rather Complicated associative products of letters x 
and y with ahnost exactly alike Lie products. The result is a series for z in 
Lie products with explicit rational number coefficients. 
The Goldberg formula is based on an analysis of the various ways the 
terms may combine, and as a result an expression for z is obtained as an 
infinite l inear combination of terms that are distinct words in x and y, but 
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with the consequence that less explicit expressions are found for the coeffi- 
cients on the individual terms (see below). By applying the projection 
operator, a like formula in Lie products may be written down. 
A more recent expression for z due to the present author (see [7]) is 
z = sxs -1 + tyt -1, (1) 
where s and t are themselves infinite power series in x and y. A lot of 
information is known about this latter presentation of z, owing to work by 
F. Rouvibre [4-6] and by the present author [9]. In some sense, this formula 
seems to exhibit the noncommutativity underlying z in a natural form. 
Goldberg's presentation of z takes this form: Letting w denote a typical 
word in the letters x and y, that is, one of the distinct terms in z, then we 
have 
z=x+y+ ~ ~ gw w. 
n=2w,  lwt=n 
Here I wl denotes the length ( = number of letters) in the word w, and g w is 
a rational number dependent on w, called the Goldberg coefficient on w. 
The inner sum above is over all words w of length n, and the outer sum over 
all lengths at least two. The individual coefficients g w are obtained as 
(definite) integrals of certain polynomials; again see below. Numerical values 
for many of them may be seen in [3]. 
The following property of the Goldberg coefficients was proved in [8]: 
For each word W of  length at least two, the Goldberg coefficients gw 
taken over all cyclic shifts w of  W sum to zero. 
(Cyclic shifts w of W are obtained by repeatedly moving the first letter to 
the last letter position, e.g., xyxxy cyclically shifts to yxxyx.) 
The first objective of this note is to demonstrate that the cyclic shift 
property of the Goldberg coefficients ties closely to the natural presentation 
(1) of z as a sum of group conjugates of x and y. With this fact as 
motivation, the second objective is to give another proof of the cyclic shift 
property of the Goldberg coefficients. 
We emphasize that we are concerned with the formal properties of the 
various presentations of the exponent z. We shall work in the algebra of 
formal infinite series in x and y, the product in this algebra being the usual 
(associative) product, not the Lie product. If x and y are replaced by 
matrices or more generally by elements from a normed algebra, the resulting 
series may or may not converge. The general statement is that convergence 
occurs when x and y become normed elements near zero; however, a 
discussion of this is outside the scope of the paper: see [6]. 
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2. CYCL IC  SHIFTS AND THE NATURAL PRESENTATION 
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In this section we prove two theorems howing that the natural presenta- 
tion (1) of z is possible if and only if the Goldberg coefficients of z satisfy the 
cyclic shift property. 
THEOREM 1. From the existence o f  formally correct invertible series s 
and t in x and y satisfying (1), it follows that the sum o f  the Goldberg 
coefficients gw extended over all cyclic shifts w o f  a word W o f  length at 
least two is zero. 
Proof. Suppose that z = sxs-1 + tyt-1 in a formally correct way, where 
s and t are assumed to be known invertible series in x and y. This means 
that s and t are each an infinite series of words built from letters x and y, 
with known rational coefficients, with both s -1  and t -1  also infinite series in 
words built on x and y. Then both s and t must have nonzero constant 
terms, which we may take to be one. We let s = 1 + S and t = 1 + T, where 
S= ~'~ ~, auu, T= ~ ~ bvv 
m=l  u, lu l=m m=l  v, l v l=m 
are formal series and an, b v denote known numerical coefficients on the 
words u and v. These coefficients are to be such that sxs- 1 + tyt -  1 = z on a 
term by term basis. Our objective is to show that the coefficients on the 
individual distinct terms in z, when summed over all cyclic shifts of one fixed 
word (other than x or y), add to zero. 
We have 
sxs -~ + tyt - l=  (1+ S)x (1 -  S + S 2 -  S 3+ . . - )  
+(1+ r )y (1 -  T + r r 3 +. . . )  
= x - xS  + xSZ - xS3  + . . . 
+ Sx - SxS + SxS 9 . . . .  
+ y - yT  + yT 2 + yT 3+ . . .  
+ ry  - ry r  + ryT  2 . . . .  
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What is the coefficient 3% of some fixed word w of length n > 1 in this 
expression? We obtain 
~1 w ~ - -  }2 a u~ + }2  a ula u2 - }2  a u a u2a u3 + ' ' "  
t t  I tQ ,  U 2 t t l ,  t l2 ,  U 3 
Xt l  1 ~ t l )  X f l lU  2 ~ W X/A IU2U 3 ~ t/)  
+ }2 au i -  Y~ au lau~+ }2 au lau~au;  . . . .  
ul ul, u~ ul, u6, u; 
nix = w u~xu6 = w ,ixu6u; = w 
2 bv I+ 2 bvlbv 2- E b~b~b~+... 
t) 1 I) 1 , t) 2 t~ 1 , t) 2 , t) 3 
~t~ 1 = W t / t~l t )  2 = tt) y l ) l t )2 t )  3 = W 
+ E b . ; -  E b~Ibv i+ }2  bv'~bv;bv; . . . .  • (2) 
vlv = w v'~vv~ = w vlvv~v; = w 
Here the symbols u, v, u', and v' (with attached subscripts) denote nonempty 
words in letters x and y, and the summations are to extend over all possible 
nonempty words satisfying the indicated conditions. 
The fact that sxs- 1 + ty t -  1 = z means that the a. and b. coefficients are 
such that "/w = g w for every word w. 
We shall consider the cyclic shifts w of one fixed word W involving both 
x and y, which we assume to start with x and end with y. In (2), let w be 
any cyclic shift of W. Writing down (2) for all cyclic shifts w of W, then 
summing the results, we wish to examine explicitly the occurrences of a fixed 
term from the first line of these various expressions, the fixed term being 
( - -1 ) ragau2 . . . aur, (3) 
where U 1 . . . . .  U r are fixed nonempty words, and the factors displayed above 
are in the fixed order shown. This term will appear as many times as there 
are integers i with 
o ' (W)  = xU iU2. . "  U, and 0 ~ i  < IWI. (4) 
Here o denotes the cyclic shift operator on words, e.g., o(xyxyy)= yxyyx .  
There may be no integer i satisfying (4), 0 ~ i < I W l; however, if there is one, 
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the number of i is precisely the order of the stabilizer of W under the group 
of cyclic shifts. If i satisfies (4), then there is an integer i '  such that 
o" (w)  = t : ,xU l t :2 -  • • tT,_ 1, 
and thus the term 
( - 1) " - I  . . .  a~au~ au, i (5) 
(factors are ordered) will occur as the elements in the second line of (2) are 
summed over all cyclic shifts w of W. The number of occurrences of (5) as 
(2) is summed over cyclic shifts of W is again precisely the order of the 
stabilizer of W trader the group of cyclic shifts. Thus to each occurrence of 
( -  1) rauau2 • .. at: " 
in the first line of (2) when (2) is summed over all cyclic shifts w of W, there 
is an occurrence of 
( 1) r -x - a~at:~ .. at:, 1 
in the second line, and with these two expressions appearing equally often. 
Therefore all occurrences of (3) plus all occurrences of (5) as w ranges over 
cyclic shifts of W sum to zero. An analogous fact holds for the b's. It is now 
immediate that the sum of the Yw taken over all cyclic shifts w of one fixed 
word W starting with x and ending with y is zero. Note that any word w 
involving both x and y is the cyclic shift of a W starting with x and ending 
with y. If w is a power of x or a power of y (but not x or y), so that w = W, 
then an examination of (2) shows that a cancellation of terms occurs and 
Yw = 0. 
Since Yw = g w for every w, the sum over cyclic shifts is zero for the 
coefficients gw in z, since this is now known to be true for the 7w. • 
We next show that the reverse implication holds. 
TI~.O~M 2. The fact that the sum o f  the Goldberg coefficients gw over 
all cyclic shifts w o f  W is zero, for each word W o f  length at least two, 
implies that formally correct invertible series s and t exist such that the 
natural presentation (1) ho/ds. 
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Proof. We now set 7w = gw for all words w and regard this as a system 
of equations for unknown a" and b" coefficients in the infinite series 
S = s - 1 and T = t - 1. We shall solve these equations by recursion on the 
word lengths. Suppose that a u and b v have been found such that Yw =gw 
for all words w with I wl < n. The various words u and v appeanng in (2) for 
any w with I wl < n have lengths l ul < n - 1 and I vl < n - 1. Now let 
I wl = n, and seek to determine the coefficients a n and b~ with l ul = n - 1 
and Ivl = n - 1. 
For notational convenience let a(u)= a,, b(v)= b~, g(w)= gw, etc. 
Now consider the words w obtained as cyclic shifts of a single word involving 
both x and y. Specify W as the unique earliest (in dictionary order) word 
among all the words in this class of cyclic shifted words. Then W starts with x 
and ends with y. The leading terms (those involving just one u or v) in the 
expression (2) for a word w in this class of cyclic shifts of W then are: 
if w starts with x and ends with y, 
-a(x (6) 
if w starts with x and ends with x, 
(7) 
if w starts with y and ends with x, 
-b (v - lw)+a(wx-1) ;  (8) 
and if w starts with y and ends with y, 
(9) 
These leading terms appear in the expressions (2) for words w that are 
cyclic shifts of W. Let us now note that if any of these leading terms appear 
in the expression (2) for a word w*, that is a cyclic shift of some word W*, 
then W* is a cyclic shift of W. For example, a leading term a(w) appears in 
the expression (2) based on a word w* only if w* = xw or w* = wx, so if 
a(o~) is as shown in (6), (7), or (8), then immediately w* (and therefore W*) 
is a cyclic shift of W. 
Some of the various leading terms shown in (6)-(9) for various cyclic 
shifts w of W may be the same term. We need to investigate how this 
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occurs. Let k be the smallest positive integer such that o k(W) = W. Then we 
claim that the equations " / (w)=g(w)  based on w = aJ (W) for j =k ,  
k + 1 . . . . .  2k - 1, for j = 2k,2k + 1 .. . . .  3k - 1, for ~ . . . .  , merely are repeti- 
tions of these equations based on w = oJ (W) for 1 = 0,1 . . . . .  k -  1. Indeed, 
from ok(W)=W,  it follows that a i (W)= al(W),  where I is the residue 
mod k of i. An examination of (2) now shows that the defining properties for 
the words u, u', v, v' (with attached subscripts) are the same for w = oJ (W) 
as for w = a](W),  and therefore the algebraic expressions "t(oi(W)) and 
y (a l (W) )  on the left sides are the same. Clearly the right sides g (a i (W) )= 
g(a l (W) )  are also the same. 
This completes the proof that the equation "y(oJ(W))=g(ai(W)) is 
merely an exact copy of the equation 7(ol(W))=g(aS(W)) when I is j 
reduced mod k. 
Now we look at the leading terms in the equations 7(o i (W))  = g(o i (W))  
for ] = 0,1,2 . . . . .  k -  1, with the objective of solving these equations by 
selecting values for a(6o) and b(6o) for certain 6o with 16ol = n - 1. Note that 
the o i (W) are distinct words for j = 0 . . . . .  k - 1. 
We first arbitrarily specify that the positive signed leading term 
+ b(Wy -z) in the equation with w=W is to be zero. Then consider the 
equations 3 ' (w)= g(w)  in cyclic order: for w = W, for w = a(w), for w = 
a 2(W) . . . . .  for w = a k- 2(W), and finally for w = a k- l(w ), Each of these 
equations, for w = 0 i(W), i ~< k - 2, has a new negative signed leading term 
- a(x-lw) or - b(y-lw) (according as w starts with x or y) not appearing 
in a previous equation, and this negative signed term appears again only as 
the positive signed leading term in the next equation. Thus the current 
negative signed leading term may be chosen to satisfy the current equation. 
Only the last equation, for w = ak - l (W) ,  fails to have a new free negative 
signed leading term, and this is because its negative signed leading term is 
-b (y - lak - l (W) )  = -b (Wy -1) =0.  This means the set of leading terms 
( - and + ) in the equations "/(w) = g(w)  for w = oi(W),  j = 0,1 . . . . .  k - 1, 
has rank deficiency exactly one, with the stun of the leading left sides of the 
equations being zero. We know that the sum of the recursive terms (those 
with two or more u or v) over these k equations is zero, since this is true for 
the entire family of equations, and the equations repeat for w = 0 i(w) with 
>~ k. Since the sum of the right sides over these k equations is zero, by the 
assumption on the cyclic shifts of the g(w), it now follows that the k 
equations may be solved for the a(6o) and b(6o) present in the equations, that 
is, for certain length n - 1 words 6o. That is, each equation but one has a new 
unknown free term - a( . )  or - b(.) not appearing in a previous equation 
and which therefore may be used to satisfy that equation, and the one 
equation without a free negative signed term is then automatically satisfied 
by the cyclic shift condition. 
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Next, if W is a power of x (but not x itself), the only cyclic shift of W is 
W, and the equation y (W)= g(W)  is simply 0=0.  The only unknown 
present is a(x - lW) ,  and we set it equal to zero. Similarly, if W is a power of 
y (but not y), we may set b(Wy -1) = 0. 
Finally, all the unknowns a(~o) and b(o~) as oJ ranges over the length 
n - 1 words have now been assigned values, since each a(o~) or b(o~) occurs 
for w = xo~ or w = yo~, respectively, and thus does appear in the equations 
based on the cyclic shifts of some length n word. 
Beginning with words w of length two (where there are no "already 
found" variables a n and b~), we may therefore step by step satisfy 7w = g w. 
With the coefficients a n and b v determined in this way, we then have 
z = sxs 1 + ty t -  1. This completes the proof. • 
3. PROOF OF THE CYCLIC SHIFT PROPERTY 
The objective of this section is to show that the Goldberg coefficients 
when summed over all cyclic shifts of a fixed word (other than x or y) do 
produce zero. A proof of this is already in the literature: see [8], where it is 
shown that this property follows easily once it is known that z is a Lie 
element. Here we shall present a proof not utilizing this fact, instead using 
the generating function approach to z = log(eXe ~) that was developed by 
Goldberg in his original paper [2]. The following reasoning will assume 
familiarity with Goldberg's paper [2]. 
THEOREM 3. The sum of  the Goldberg coeff ic ients o f  all cycl ic shi f ts  o f  
a word o f  length at least two is zero. 
Proof. We describe Goldberg's formulas for his coefficients. Define 
polynomials G~(t) for s= l ,2  .. . . .  by G l ( t )= l ,  then sG~(t )=(d /dt )  
[ t ( t  - 1)G~_l(t)]. If 
w = x l¢,x (x v y),m 
with positive exponents, then the Goldberg coefficient on this word is 
gw = foltm'( t -- 1)m'G,,( t ) " " " G~(  t ) dt ,  
where m'  and m" are the integer parts of m/2 and (m - 1)/2, respectively. 
If w starts with y (instead of x), and has the same exponents  t . . . . .  s m on 
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g, x, g . . . . .  then gw is ( - 1) n-1 times the integral just displayed, where n is 
the word length. 
From this description, we immediately obtain formulas for the Goldberg 
coefficients on the cyclic shifts of a word 
W = xS iyqxS2yrz  . . . Xsmyr , , ,  
starting with x and ending with y (the exponents are positive integers). First, 
a cyclic shift w of W takes one of four forms, according as it begins and ends 
with x or y: 
I xS iy r~ . . . xSmyrmXSlyr i  . . . X S~- l{ t r~- I  
y r ixS i+ lyr i+ l  . . . xSmyrmXs l  . . .  y r i  l xS~ 
xS i - - J y  r, . . .  xS , ,y r~Xstyr l  . . . xS i  l y r i - lX J  
W '} . . • xS~t l rmxStyr l  . . . xS ,  g i  
for i= l , . . . ,m,  
for i=1  . . . . .  m, 
for O<j<s  i 
and i -1  . . . . .  m, 
for O<j<r  i 
and i=1 . . . . .  m. 
With [W[ = n, the Goldberg coefficients on the cyclic shifts shown above are 
g(o  " '+ '+ +"-'+"- '(W)) f l tm(t  m-1 "" = - 1) G,G, . . .  G,G,~ dt, 
~o 
i = l , . . . ,m;  
g(o "'+'+ "'" +~'-'+~'-'+s'(w)) = ( - 1 ) "  - l fo l tm( t  -- 1) m - 'G~G,""  G,G~ dt, 
i=  1, . . . ,m:  
g(a~,+~,+ ... +~,_~+,,_,+i(W)) = fo l t " ( t -  1)'~G~G, . . . Gr,_~ 
× (G iG~_ i )G , ' . .  G~mG,m dt, 
l< j<s~,  i= l  ... . .  m; 
g(a  ~+ "" +~,-I+~'+i(W)) = ( - 1)" - l fo l tm(t  -- 1)"G~G, • • • G~, 
× (GjG,_ j )G~,÷I . . .  G,m dt, 
l~ j<~,  i=1  . . . . .  m. 
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Using these formulas, the sum of the Goldberg coefficients over the cyclic 
shifts of W is 
m fottm( t - 1)m-lGst . . . Grmdt + m( - 1)n-t foltm(t -- 1)m-lGsl . . . Gr dt 
m s i - 1 
+ ~: ~, f l tm( t -1 )mGs, ' "Gr ,~(G/G, , _ i )G , , ' "G ,  Gr dt 
i~1  j= l  
m rt -- 1 
+ E E ( -  x)n-'/'tm0-- ' 
i= l  j= l  ~0 
× (GiGr_ j )Gs,+. . .  G~,, dt. 
When n is even, the first two terms here cancel and all other terms are 
zero, by the remarks following Theorem 2 of [2]. In this event he cyclic sum 
is zero. So assume n is odd. Then the cyclic sum equals 
2m foltm( t - 1) m - IG~ ""  Gr, dt 
+ i=l~S'--lf01tm(t,~-~l"= -  I )mG~: '"G"-~(G'G~' - J )G"" 'G~dt  
r ' - l fo l tm( t -  + ~_, 1)mG~ " .G, ,  Gs,(GiGr,_j)G~,+ . . 'Gr  dt. (10) 
i= :  1=1 
The evaluation of this expression is aided by this fact: 
Lsrasm. v'~-XG G =(d /dt )G  r ~j=l j s-j 
Proof. By (8) of [2], E~_tG~(t)z ~-- [ (1 -e -~)  -1 -  t] -1. Squaring, we 
get 
s~lZ~l ~=:G'G'-i - - [ (1 -e -~) - : - t ]  -2d  / ~[(l_e_~)_1_t]-x 
- -   cs(t)z 
Now compare the coefficients of z ~. • 
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Using the lemma, the expression (10) for the cyclic sum equals 
2m fo l t " ( t  - 1) m - 1G~ ~ . . .  Gr ~ dt 
÷ ~; £~t'(t-1)~c~. -- ~cr, "''Crmdt 
= fo~ d {[t(t-1)G~G~l] ... [t(t-1)G,mG,.]}dt 
+ m~tm-l(t  - 1 ) " -  ~C~ . . .  G~dt. 
The first integral in the last expression being zero, it remains to prove that 
the second also is zero. For this calculation let z I . . . . .  Z~m be independent 
commuting indeterminates. Then we have 
I 1 I -[ E G, , ( t )zg '  = I - I  1 -e  - z , ) - I  t . 
i= l  g~ • l  ] i=1  
Multiplying out the left side, then multiplying by [t(t - 1)] m- ! and integrat- 
ing from 0 to 1, we get (renaming l = Sl, g2 = rx, g3 = sa, etc.) 
. . .  oo r,, r l  1 )m_  1 
~_, z~ ~ ""z~, Jo  Gs~ . . .Gr jm-X( t  - dt 
s l  = l r m =1 
1 tm- l ( t - -1 )  m-1 
= fo ~m dt. (11) 
I-Ii.1 [(1 - e-Z,) - 1 - t] 
The fraction (in the variable t) under the integral sign on the right side is 
proper, so by partial fractions it has the form 
2m 
j f f i l  a j - t "  
20 
where 
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{a j (a j -  I ) I  ' ' - I  
Tj ~--- 2m F l i=x , i~ j (a i -  a j )  
with a ,=(1 -e  -z ' )  1 
Therefore the right hand side of (11) equals 
2m 1 2m ~ 1 2m 
E ~Jf0 [ (1 -e - " ' ) - l - t ] -~dt= ~_,ly , E z~[  G~(t )d t= E y j z , ,  
j= l  '=  s=l  "0 j= l  
(12) 
since fo lG~(t)dt  = 0 if s > 1, and = 1 if s = 1. Letting f ( z  1 . . . .  , Z~m ) denote 
the rightmost expression in (12), the multiple series in (11) therefore quals 
f ( z  1 . . . . .  Z2m ). Owing to the special form of the ~i' it is straight forward to 
check that f (  - z t , . . . ,  - Z2m ) = f ( z  1 . . . . .  Z2m ). In fact, this is true of each 
term "/jzj. This implies that every term 
z~ r~ • . . Z 2 m  
in (11), terms for which s x + . . .  + r m is odd, must have zero coefficient. 
That is, 
fo l tm- l ( t -1 ) 'n - tG  . . . G r d t=O 81 m 
when s I + • • • + r m is odd. Since m times this integral is the cyclic sum, the 
cyclic sum therefore is zero. 
Apart from the cases W = x n or W = y", this last result is sufficient to 
complete the proof of Theorem 3. But if W = x n with n > 1, we have 
g(w)  = fo JG , ( t )d t  = n -1 [1 d Jo -~ t ( t -1 )G" - l ( t )d t=O"  
Similarly if W = y". • 
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4. OTHER REMARKS 
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The author's lecture at the Haifa conference [10] sketched an unpublished 
Lie theoretic proof [6] by F. Rouvi~re that an infinite series of Lie words in x 
and y exists for the s and t in the natural presentation (1) that converges 
when x and y are replaced by elements near 0 in a normed algebra. On the 
other hand, not yet published evidence computed by the present author and 
J. Richards [9] suggests that a proof based solely on the combinatorics of 
words exists to establish this property of s and t. It is hoped that the 
Rouvi~re proof will be published in due course and that the purely word 
theoretic alternative demonstration will soon be found. The calculations 
exhibited above represent a small beginning step toward that latter proof. 
The material above was obtained by me about 1979, but only now is 
being published. My work has been assisted at various times by financial 
support from the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, from Wright 
Patterson AFB, and from the National Science Foundation, and I wish to 
acknowledge my indebtedness tothese organizations for the stimulus afforded 
by this support. I also wish to acknowledge my debt to F. Rouvi~re for several 
private communications. 
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